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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) is a swiftly growing technology and business domain that is expected to revolutionize the
modern trade. Nonetheless, shortcomings in security are common
in this new domain and security issues are the Achilles’ heel of
the new technology. In this study, we analyze different security
solutions for IoT devices and propose suitable techniques for
further analysis. The aim of this study is to provide guidance
on implementing security solutions for both existing and coming
devices of Internet of Things, by providing analysis and defining
the Complexity of Implementation score for each solution.
Index Terms—Internet of Things, security, software security

I. I NTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) is a network of connected devices
[1]—or ‘things’—that collect and share information in order
to create a more automated environment. These ‘things’ can
be in the form of sensors, actuators, software, and network
connectives (e.g., a gateway that connects home light bulbs
to the Internet). IoT is considered as the third wave of ITdriven competition [2]. The number of applications for IoT
devices are growing rapidly as the technology is becoming
more popular. Therefore, security of IoT networks and devices
is of paramount importance.
Prior research shows that security in IoT still has room for
improvement [3], and traditional security measures developed
for enterprise and desktop computing are not compatible with
this environment [4]. Confidentiality, integrity, and availability
of information security hold for IoT as well, but the implementations addressing these aspects must be modular and lightweight.
Security requirements for IoT devices focus on communication
security, data protection and physical protection [5].
There exists a wide range of heterogeneous components
with different processing capabilities and capacities [6]. Some
devices are equipped with 32-bit processors and have memory
hierarchies like a smart phone, while some other have only a
8-bit micro-controller [7]. Moreover, many of the participating
devices are constrained in memory, storage, and computational
power. As an example, a networked door lock is a fairly low
capacity device that has just enough processing power to have
the essential functionality, and is not capable of performing
complicated computations. To this end, a security measure
needs to be compatible with even most limited devices of the
network and certainly, not all security measures may apply to
all IoT devices. Therefore, it is important to identify security
measures feasible for implementation in the IoT environment.
In this study, we research the complexity of implementing
security measures into IoT devices, with the goal of identifying

conveniently implementable and lightweight security measures.
We list various security solutions that either have already been
implemented in embedded IoT devices, or are experimental in
nature and have the potential to be implemented. Every solution
is introduced and our findings are presented. The remaining
of the study is structured as follows: Section II surveys the
relevant studies. Section III defines our scope of study. Section
IV outlines each security solution. Finally, Section V provides
conclusions based on the research and possible future work
directions.
II. P REVIOUS STUDIES
There are many different security solutions proposed for
various domains, and providing security at different levels,
i.e., hardware, software, and network. Some of these solutions
are applicable to IoT environment as well, while, some other
are not applicable due to the limitations of the participating
devices in these networks. For instance, a typical operating
system security method, Address Space Layout Randomization
(ASLR), can not usually be applied on IoT devices. This is
because the IoT devices routinely lack the required hardware
(such as a Memory Management Unit), or software structures
(such as relocatable or loadable libraries).
There is a noticeable amount of research on IoT focusing
on different aspects. There exists a systemic IoT security study
by Riahi et al. [8], which can be used as a general guideline
for implementing overall IoT security. There is also a targeted
study on security considerations for home IoT by Han et al. [9],
which discusses the specific requirements of implementation.
Connectivity has also been researched, by considering the cloud
aspect of IoT security [10]. Alqassem et al. [11] authored a
paper on the requirements for IoT security on an abstract level,
while a security analysis of existing IoT devices by Wurm et
al. [12] provides ways to exploit existing devices. This study
is a good ground for researching ways to defend against the
outlined attacks. Also, a study by Hosseinzadeh et al. [13]
gives an overview of obfuscation and diversification as security
strengthening solutions for IoT.
III. S COPE OF STUDY
A. Complexity of Implementation
In device manufacturing, production cycles are rapid and
existing code or software is often recycled. Because of this,
additions to the used code should be modular and not require
rewriting an extensive amount of the original software. Adding

security measures as new blocks of code to the software should
also obey this requirement.
In our study, we focused on finding security solutions that
evaluated to be the most practical to implement as new features
of existing software. For measuring practicality of the solutions,
we introduce the Complexity of Implementation score (COI):

for IoT purposes are designed to be portable, because there
is a great deal of diversity among IoT hardware. Currently,
embedded IoT operating systems like RIOT and FreeRTOS
showcase support for various microcontrollers, but are often
implemented only for a finite group of devices. While we
experimented with a group of operating systems, our main
focus is on NuttX OS.

COI = 1 + C1 + C2 + . . .
C. Threat analysis
Each input value is a binary 1 or 0 score based on a criteria
that contributes to the complexity of the solution. The goal is
to estimate how difficult it would be to implement a certain
solution to an IoT system, based on the existence of known
implementations and the extent of current knowledge of the
subject based on research available, the estimated amount of
software code needed to be modified and the applicability
with different architectures. In our case, the COI score ranges
from one to four, where higher score indicates a possibly more
complex and harder solution to implement. No solution is
trivial to implement, which is why we set the base score at one.
We use the following three criteria to define our COI scores:
C1 Instead of just adding more code, code rewriting in existing
code is required for integrating the solution.
C2 Major architectural changes are needed in existing code
for integrating the solution.
C3 Existing implementations of the solutions were not found,
further research required.
The scoring is noticeably coarse, but provides a common
metric for evaluating the possible complexities of a security
solution.
B. Limitations
We excluded software development methodologies from our
study. Most of them can not be applied as an afterthought
by their very definition, such as Test-Driven Development
(TDD), which we want to avoid. In addition, TDD should
trivially apply to any newly written software in the context
of IoT and is therefore, not worth studying in this context
either. Introducing security awareness to code development has
already been studied in the literature [14] and we believe this
literature should be used when new software is to be written
regardless of whether it is targeted towards IoT or not.
We also exclude static analysis from our study. Static analysis
of software is a useful tool to reduce bugs in the code and
also increase software security [15]. Large organizations, like
NASA, are both researching and using static analysis in their
workflow [16]. This alone makes us believe it should contribute
to the security and correctness of IoT devices software the
same way it does for other software. We believe this is even
more relevant for IoT due to the minimalism of many IoT
systems allowing more fine-grained analyses to be performed
compared to bigger systems.
In our study, for conducting research we used an STM32L1
microcontroller-based IoT device, the Thingsee One [17]. The
device is equipped with an ARM Cortex-M3 processor and an
IoT-oriented operating system, NuttX OS. Operating systems

It is essential for any security measure to define what
threats it is defending against. By definition, IoT devices
are connected, which makes network attacks major sources
of threats, but we also believe that as IoT devices become
more commonplace, physical security also becomes important.
Otherwise, an attacker could, for example, walk up to an
internet enabled coffee machine and re-flash its firmware, which
could be used to do anything from brewing coffee for free
to providing reverse proxy access to internal networks. To be
more specific, we want to counter software bugs and vulnerable
software that could lead to a system compromise, which can
come from both the network or from a malicious user having
a physical access to the system.
IV. S ECURITY S OLUTIONS
A. Memory protection
While researching IoT operating systems and the IoT devices
they are used on, we noticed many of the devices do not have
a Memory Management Unit (MMU) subsystem and as a
consequence many of the operating systems also lack any
support for MMU. Traditional memory protection mechanisms,
such as ASLR [18] cannot therefore be used. A simpler
subsystem support called Memory Protection Unit (MPU) does
exist in many of the devices and operating systems. It can
provide an alternative design for userspace separation to provide
some level of integrity and memory protection. The operating
system ARM mbed even uses it to provide a similar level of
protection afforded usually only by MMU [19]. This feature
is limited to ARM’s processors only, unfortunately.
We researched the commercial but mostly open-source
Thingsee One device, to see whether we can enable the
operating system’s separation of kernel and userspace, which
was not used by default. This would allow us to enable
memory protection. The devices processor, ARM Cortex-M3,
has the capability to protect memory [20]. According to our
findings, it is challenging to integrate kernel and userspace as
an afterthought, as this requires a conscious choice to separate
components of the system as a whole. Extra systems added
on top of the operating system for the device were calling the
kernel features directly and would therefore require at least
some rewriting to function in the more secure operating mode
of the operating system used.
Even if one can not enable the operating system’s protection
mechanisms for application and/or kernel protection, or there
is no real userspace, memory protection units can still often
be used partially for securing at least parts of the system. For
example, on ARM processors, the interrupt vectors are often

located at the start of the address space [21]. A problem arises may require further research. No existing implementations were
because null memory pointers could provide an attacker a found, which may indicate either the lack of research or tools.
way to write code in place of an interrupt vector and through
that redirect execution easily to a malicious code [21]. The C. Code obfuscation
Code obfuscation is often regarded as security by obscurity,
vulnerability can be avoided by using the otherwise unused
memory protection unit of the system. Some invalid memory but it can be used as a useful layer of deterrence on IoT if
pointers may not point right at the start of the address space, applied on per device basis [23], [24]. This is known as code
but could instead be dangling elsewhere in the memory space. diversification. Generating a generic attack that would work on
They could even be just slightly offset from the beginning of all instances of the device would be made nearly unattainable
the address space, which could be used as another attack vector. with proper diversification. This can be done, for example, by
So, protecting just interrupt vectors at the start of address space instrumenting code at either source level, compiler intermediate
is not enough, but is a good start for efforts hardening IoT code level or at compiled bytecode level by adding NOP (no
against potential vulnerabilities and understanding how MPU operation) instructions [25].
Obfuscation can be a useful method even when executed
can be used.
We give memory protection 2 in our COI scoring as it in a naive way, but better tools are required for maximal
requires specificity from hardware architecture in almost all effectiveness against vulnerability analysis and exploitation.
cases, barring stack checks, for example. Memory protection is This area needs further development. Since the most effective
mostly a well established practice and therefore does not need obfuscation needs to be done per-device, a further limitation of
further research to be implemented. Writing code is required, this method is that compiling becomes a bottleneck. Depending
but memory protection can be added as a layer on top of on operating system complexity, a compile pass may take a
everything to enforce constraints instead of requiring code long time, but fortunately many IoT systems with included
modifications for the code to be made ”memory-protected”. applications are often so small that this should become almost
There are also plenty of existing memory protection implemen- negligible. For example, the NuttX operating system compiled
with a simple ’hello world’ printing script does not take more
tations in various forms [21], [22].
than a minute to build on a recent desktop hardware. This is
not always the case, though. The upcoming Brillo operating
B. Link time reordering
system for IoT by Google can take up to 30 minutes to finish
A typical embedded IoT operating system is assembled from a compile pass in the same system.
multiple pieces. These pieces, or object files, are laid out into
Obfuscation can often also lower performance, which can
a final address layout for a device. Since the layout order is be critical on real time systems. Therefore, obfuscation might
deterministic between pieces (whose relative order does not not always be applicable as a security increasing solution.
matter), an attacker can use the knowledge of a single device Furthermore, debugging systems that have been changed per
instance to figure out the layout of another device instance device can be harder as, for example, offsets for debugging
and then use this knowledge to attack the system further. This data are different for each device. This can be alleviated by
knowledge is internal implementation details and can therefore being able to compile the debugging symbols afterwards based
be changed without breaking the system. We can introduce on a seed that is normally kept secret. The seed would basically
artificial diversity to the linking phase to shuffle the memory be input into the compiler and would provide a deterministic
layout while preserving functionality, a form of diversification. compile pass so that all debugging offsets are found.
On our tested device, the Thingsee One, there is a binary
Code obfuscation is scored at 1. There is plenty of research
blob, which makes many forms of security measures difficult to and existing implementations on code obfuscation. By its very
apply. Fortunately, the binary blob is an object file which can definition, we do not need to change the architecture of a system
be shuffled with the rest of the system. This means link time to apply obfuscation. Code rewriting is also not required if it
reordering can potentially be used with partially closed source is done automatically. Nevertheless, obfuscation is a complex
systems, which is desirable due to many vendor-developed subject even if its base cases are simple.
opaque binary blobs containing driver code. It is also necessary
to note that whatever is inside the vendor’s opaque blob will D. Stack shuffling
naturally not get reordered internally, but the impact of this
The stack of a program holds data such as local variables
can be limited. Vendors should be made aware of this sort of and execution flow information of function calls, such as return
security measure. This would then allow them to divide up the pointer to calling function. The boundaries of variables and
said binary blobs into smaller parts that could still be opaque, the location of the stack is often deterministic and known to
but their order could be shuffled within the resulting system the attacker along with how the data is going to be used in
on a finer level.
the stack, which can allow malicious actor to perform attacks
Link time reordering is scored at 2 in complexity of using buffer overflows in stack variables. The order of the
implementation. The technique requires only compile-time variables that are pushed into the stack can often be changed
architectural changes to the linker and no code should require without much consequence, which stack shuffling aims to do.
rewriting. The principle is straightforward, but its effectiveness By modifying how the stack is being constructed per device, we

can make it more difficult to perform stack-based attacks. Stack is enough research on the subject to write an implementation.
shuffling would suit well to the IoT environment for finding Commercially the security solution is not very well known, but
bugs and preventing exploitation because of its negligible this may be because it is rather new or there are not enough
performance drop. There exists at least one implementation tools or operating system level support.
of stack reordering on a compiler [26], but it has been made
specifically for systems using the OpenBSD operating system. F. Integrity verification
Integrity verification can take many forms. For IoT the
Using it to develop a general implementation should be possible.
The security evaluation of this technique is still lacking, but universal Serial Bus (USB) is a technology that is very common
as buffer overflows have been a source of many vulnerabilities among today’s devices. The technology is also typical among
embedded IoT devices, and contemporary energy-efficient USB
[27], this approach should have positive effect on security.
This approach is scored at 2 as implementation of it for technology is now developed for IoT [30].
USB connectivity can provide attackers plenty of different
various compilers and processor architectures may not be trivial
and hence require further research. As mentioned above, it ways to attack a device. In one instance, a USB mass storage
has at least one existing implementation, but its effectiveness device was made to emulate a USB hub device, attaching and
is not widely tested based on our findings. Code rewriting or removing virtual devices in a specific sequence in order to
architectural changes are not needed except possibly in the manipulate host’s memory heap, which ultimately lead to a
buffer overflow [31]. This particular attack was made against a
compiler itself.
video game console. In certain sophisticated IoT devices, like
E. System call diversification
the ThingSee One, the USB port can be used to access the
As with link time reordering and stack shuffling, diversifying device’s storage or flash in new firmware. When this feature is
system calls needs to be done per device to be of any use [28]. present, malicious software can be injected to the device, for
Also in IoT many devices contain some type of system call example with a USB drive. The implications of these attacks
interface. Many, if not all ARM processors for example, have would be intensified in a high-risk environment like industrial
SVC-calls (Service Calls) that pass control to the kernel code. or military systems.
The goal of system call diversification is to make constructing
Integrity verification for USB connectivity is a crucial
meaningful system calls difficult for an attacker. The attacker feature for strengthened physical-layer security. The host device
cannot then for example write into a file descriptor (a system requires a specific identification number from the connected
call action) to further exploit the system.
USB drive to grant it read and/or write privileges. Every
This security solution does not apply to all IoT systems, as USB drive has a manufacturer-defined device ID, composed of
the systems may be so small that it does not make any sense to vendor, product and revision codes. This ID can for example
have system calls implemented. Due to the invasive nature of be used to identify a USB drive without additional mechanics.
this method on the system, having to modify the fundamental Integrity verification for USB has been implemented for
building blocks of a kernel and userspace separation, it may be example as a part of embedded lock-down manager in Windows
overly burdensome to implement this feature on some operating IoT (formerly Windows Embedded) [32], but as a lightweight
systems. One would face difficulties with systems, for example, solution for IoT devices without an operating system this feature
if system calls were not initially enabled. All custom code can be built into the kernel of the device, by manufacturercalling directly into kernel would need to be rewritten, since it is defined or user-defined configuration process. Apart from the
a prerequisite for the system calls to have kernel and userspace perspective of USB, integrity verification can for example be
separation for the system calls to make practical sense to seen in the accessible serial ports as requiring a password [33].
exist. Our target system did not use the kernel separation and
Integrity verification is scored at 2 as it requires some nontherefore programs that were in userspace were attempting trivial architectural changes to account for certificates and
to touch kernel data directly with separation enabled, which validation. Some integrity verification types, such as secure
hindered writing our implementation greatly.
boot, would require supporting hardware, which may require
In practice, system call diversification can essentially be complex changes.
done by modifying the order of system calls so that each
device has a unique and externally unguessable order of the G. Tampering detection
possible calls [29], such as writing to a file and run executable
Many of the previous security solutions hinder the speed of
calls. System call diversification appeared to be feasible at the possible exploitation, but could be susceptible to brute-force
very least on the NuttX operating system, which we inspected attacks. For example, a simple password can be brute-forced
in depth. On other IoT operating systems, if the system call to access the serial console, or link-time diversification of the
ordering/numbering is being hardcoded in header files instead of devices can force an attacker to attempt exploitation multiple
being generated, automatic diversification could be problematic times before finding the correct offsets/password required for
initially, but on architectural level we can see no other big exploitation. The amount of tries for a successful brute-force
obstacles.
attack can be too small for an effective deterrence due to
This security solution is scored at 3. It requires architectural technical constraints either in the device, such as small address
changes at worst, which also implies code rewriting. There space, or in the method used.

IoT devices often collect telemetry data of the device’s
performance or other aspect. We propose this telemetry should
also include crash signaling. That is, if a device crashes due
to a programming error, the next boot it signals about this
alongside any other telemetry. This way one could collect
the signs of attacks ongoing on the devices and possibly act
upon this information to find and block the vulnerability being
exploited. The telemetry signal would essentially be used as
a measure of either a common crash being triggered across
the device fleet or in worst case as a wide-scale alert system
showing a possible vulnerability exploitation in progress by
brute-force.
Other anti-tampering techniques also exist, such as chassis
intrusion detection often found in power meters [34]. These
can be used to strengthen the security by discarding encryption
keys from memory in case of intrusion. They still require
hardware-based support to function efficiently and are not
always applicable.
Tampering detection can take various forms, but we score
it at 3 as these changes can be very deep requiring the above
mentioned telemetry data addition for example. This requires
at minimum architectural changes. Code rewriting may also
be required with USB as you need to modify the USB stack
to account for validation data.
H. TLS integration

capable enough to perform HTTP and other messaging with
the outside world. The devices would be limited to the very
least a subset of a full TLS compatibility, which means we
lose an important part of interoperability with web-servers and
other parts of the network. This can be fixed by changing the
hardware to a stronger one.
It can make sense to construct a more powerful central hub
device for all the other IoT devices to connect to. The devices
can then use a lightweight encryption between the hub and
others parts of the internal network using protocols, such as
what is defined in the IEEE 802.15.4 [37] for lightweight
wireless communication. The hub can then implement full TLS
for any external communications leaving resource constrained
devices performing a specific efficient cryptography protocol.
Unfortunately, adding a hub would clearly increase implementation complexity greatly, which means one should evaluate
the cost between hub and more performant IoT devices already
during the implementation of the device.
Similar to integrity verification, TLS integration is scored at
2 as it also requires some changes to architecture and may need
hardware changes to accommodate the increased processing
requirements. No code rewriting is required as TLS can often
just be added as an extra layer that stops processing if validation
fails. TLS is very widely supported, even in IoT, so no further
research should be required.

Cryptography is a necessity for almost any type of network
TABLE I
communication to be considered secure. IoT devices are C OMPLEXITY- OF - IMPLEMENTATION SCORES OF THE PROPOSED SECURITY
SOLUTIONS
communicating with other devices and systems by definition.
The most prevalent way to secure communications even in
Solution
C1
C2
C3
COI
otherwise insecure networks is Transport Layer Security (TLS)
Code obfuscation
0
0
0
1
[35]. We partially integrated mbed TLS library [36] into the
Memory protection
0
1
0
2
Thingsee One as an attempt to strengthen its security. The
Link time reordering
0
0
1
2
Stack shuffling
0
0
1
2
mbed TLS is a TLS implementation library targeted towards
Integrity verification
0
1
0
2
embedded devices and should be one of the best candidates
TLS integration
1
0
0
2
for TLS integration into less powerful IoT devices. During
Tampering detection
1
1
0
3
System call diversification
1
1
0
3
our integration experiment we ran multiple times into memory
constraints and insufficient stack space, but we managed to
In Table I we summarize the discussed solutions with
slim down the functionality and size of the library enough to
evaluated COI score and sort them by the score. With differing
fit a mostly functional implementation into the device.
Performance of the resulting integration was over ten times types of solutions, COI score presents diverse results, which
slower than unencrypted communication, often exceeding 20 indicates that this type of scoring could potentially be viable.
seconds for a single message. In addition, the amount of Solutions which have a larger COI score compared to the
memory taken by the security library could easily be larger than median, tampering detection and the system call diversification,
the whole operating system itself, but this can often be tuned at have existing implementations but require significantly more
the cost of either performance or functionality. The processor’s efforts to be implemented. Even though code obfuscation is
acceleration features targeted towards encryption could have scored below median, its nature of lowering performance should
been used to boost performance, but we did not evaluate this. have taken into account when it is implemented.
The performance boost would probably be significant, but it
V. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
would still not reduce the memory usage, which was the biggest
limiting factor based on our observations.
In this study, we researched some of the application layer
Based on the results, we can say that TLS with full protocol solutions for IoT security and discussed effective security
compatibility is very demanding for some IoT devices. The least measures for this environment. We reviewed the security
powerful sensor devices can not hold in their limited memory measures that try to defend against the physical and application
all the security modes or certificates necessary to encrypt and layer attacks. Although these solutions are mostly theoretical,
decrypt the data being transmitted even when the devices are we showed they could also be practical to implement. From

all this, we analyzed the strengths and weaknesses of each
solution, such as ease of use, possible system slowdowns
and effectiveness against attacks. For each analyzed solution,
we presented a COI score that evaluates the complexity of
implementation.
Future work includes having practical test cases of the
security solutions and through further analysis, discovering
their effectiveness to strengthen the security in the context of
IoT. In addition, we could not find any empirical surveys on
the prevalence of various security solutions on IoT systems.
This type of survey could provide insight for finding which
solutions are a necessity for IoT or were easy to implement. A
necessity means it may already have been used in an attack and
is therefore an obvious solution to add. An easy solution may
not be targeted for a specific attack, but is instead implemented
as a proactive measure where the cost-benefit analysis of adding
it makes sense. The survey could then improve the focus of
any future security research and implementation efforts.
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